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A deafening silence
1,100 backpacks represent the average number of
student suicides each year
By JULIA NELSON
The Breeze

PHOTOS BY LAURA VANDEMARK / THE BREEZE

Billy Vinson knew something was wrong.
“He just gave me a call one day and he was being kind of sappy,” Vinson, a junior psychology
major, said. “He was like, ‘I’m really glad we’re friends. I wish we met earlier,’ and it was like
something was up but he wouldn’t let you know anything was going on.”
Later that week, Vinson found out that his friend had killed himself.
“That’s when I realized it was something silent that needed to be talked about,” Vinson said.
Vinson now volunteers for Active Minds, a nonprofit organization that aims to change the
conversation about mental health.
On Monday, the organization brought a traveling exhibit of 1,100 backpacks donated by the
loved ones of victims to represent the average number of students who die by suicide each
year. They were strewn across the Madison Union Lawn from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. so that students
couldn’t ignore the backpacks.
1,100 backpacks that will never be opened or closed again.
“It can be a very triggering event for some, but I think that is what is so amazing about it,”
senior psychology major Meredith Kurtz, the president of the JMU chapter of Active Minds,
said in an email. “Suicide is not something that should be ignored or silenced, and this event
is a great way to spark that conversation and make the topic out there in the open for all to see.”
Kurtz agrees with Active Minds’ mission: To combat the stigma surrounding those who suffer
from mental illness. She believes stigma is the most powerful barrier between victims and
recovery.
“This is what stops them from seeking the proper help they deserve,” Kurtz said. “When people
think that they are alone in their struggle or that it is abnormal or taboo to have these thoughts
and feelings, that is when they close off and their symptoms get worse.”
Anthony Corini, a senior communication studies major and another Active Minds volunteer,
joined the organization because he himself has struggled with mental health and wanted to
give others the same help he received during that time.
“Individuals have had such a massive impact on my mental health recovery that I wanted to
relay the point that one person, you can make a difference,” Corini said. “Just one person can
turn someone’s world around.”
According to Kurtz, Active Minds discusses all forms of mental illness, from depression to
eating disorders to schizophrenia. While many of the JMU chapter’s events have focused on
suicide prevention and depression awareness, its range of impact isn’t limited to those topics.
As a psychology major, junior Austin Cole understands the weight of mental
health issues among students. He was so moved by the display of backpacks, which
included over 300 actual backpacks that belonged to suicide victims in addition to
unowned bags that served as a visual representation, that he spontaneously asked
the organizers how he could pitch in and started handing out fliers on Monday.

National organization Active Minds, Inc. covered Madison Union lawn in donated backpacks on Monday.

A legacy
lives on

Nearly 20 years later, professor discusses
escorting Princess Diana in Bosnia
By ALYSSA MILLER
The Breeze

Ken Rutherford remembers the funeral of Diana, Princess of
Wales, clearly. He remembers getting the news of her death, and
he remembers her brother Earl Charles Spencer’s eulogy. But he
also remembers Princess Diana’s life, and what it was like to spend
three days with her in Bosnia-Herzegovina almost 20 years ago, in
August 1997.
Rutherford, a political science professor and director of the
Center for International Stabilization and Recovery at JMU, was
Princess Diana’s guide on her last humanitarian mission, during
which she attempted to bring attention to the international threat of
landmines. The visit took place just three weeks before she was killed
in a Paris car crash while fleeing paparazzi. At the time, Princess
Diana was the most photographed woman in the world and was
finalizing a controversial divorce from Prince Charles, heir apparent
to Queen Elizabeth II.
“The media hounded her. Hounded her.” Rutherford said during
a speech for Post-Conflict Recovery Week in Harrison Hall on April
5. “In fact, in researching for tonight, there’s actually photographs of
her death in a car in Paris. They hounded her, literally, to her death.”
While working for the International Rescue Committee,
Rutherford was in Somalia in 1993 when his vehicle hit a landmine,
nearly killing him.
“Right there, I wrote my eulogy,” Rutherford said during the talk.
“I thought I was dying; I was coughing up blood.”

see PACKING, page 11

Rutherford, who was sitting in the
passenger seat of the vehicle, used his
radio to call for help after the explosion,
unable to move. He considers himself
lucky to be alive.
“I was in a non-U.S., non-U.N.
controlled area,” Rutherford said during
the talk. “It was a dicey situation to say the
least, ’cause my foot was off — I was trying
to put my foot back on.”
Rutherford eventually had both his legs
amputated and underwent numerous
blood transfusions. He got his Ph.D. at
Georgetown University and co-founded
the Landmine Survivors Network with
fellow survivor and unilateral amputee
Jerry White.
Rutherford has dedicated his life to
raising awareness about and advocating
for victims of landmines and explosive
remnants of war in post-conflict societies
worldwide. He’s been interviewed on
Nightline and CNN, spoken at the United
Nations in Vienna, Austria, and New York
COURTESY OF KEN RUTHERFORD
City and, of course, worked with such Ken Rutherford (left), Zarko Peric, Princess Diana, Malic Bradaric and Jerry White
dignitaries as Princess Diana.
pose for the press in Bosnia-Herzegovina. Both boys were injured by landmines.
“I just think we are constantly learning
and surprised by everything Ken has done
she said: ‘if I could ever support you, please call on me.’”
in his life,” said Jennifer Risser, the managing editor of The Journal
Those words eventually led to Princess Diana accompanying
of ERW and Mine Action, which is published by CISR.
Rutherford and White to Bosnia-Herzegovina. They were
Rutherford first met Princess Diana when she was a keynote researching why refugees returning to the country were being
speaker at a symposium hosted by the Mines Advisory Group in injured by landmines, and what could be done to help these people.
Manchester, U.K., and the Landmine Survivors Network.
According to Rutherford, Diana’s trip to Bosnia-Herzegovina
“She had failed to understand how man — meaning humans — wasn’t approved by the British government due to potentially
could be so evil and cruel to develop a weapon that would take dangerous conditions abroad. About a month before the trip, the
the lives and limbs of innocent people long after the conflict had British military had captured two Serbian war criminals, one of
ended,” Rutherford said. “And she also said, regardless of politics, whom was killed during the arrest.
that landmines should be banned.”
“They thought British citizens would be targets, and they didn’t
Shortly after the conference, Rutherford’s and Princess Diana’s want Princess Diana going there,” Rutherford said during the
paths crossed again when they spoke at the American Red Cross in talk. “And if you know Princess Diana, she just said, ‘Forget you;
Washington, D.C.
I’m going. Don’t tell me what to do. I’ll go as a private citizen.’”
“I said, ‘Ma’am, thank you so much for supporting survivors,’”
Rutherford recalled saying to the princess that night at dinner. “And
see DIANA, page 3

For the love of the game
Men’s club golf success thrives on friendship, passion
By JOSH BELANGER
contributing writer

COURTESY OF KRIS HART

JMU men’s club golf poses after the NCCGAC Regional Tournament.

A few members of the JMU club golf team huddled around
the 18th green after their final round finished up. It’s day two
of the National Collegiate Club Golf Association Colonial
Regional Tournament and the team is wondering if they’ll
have a spot at the National Championship at the Glade Springs
Resort in Daniels, West Virginia, in two weeks. With a win
in the previous tournament, JMU needed just a third place
finish to qualify.
JMU shares the Colonial Region with 10 other universities
in Virginia, with the winner receiving an automatic bid for the
National Championship. This year the Dukes fought Virginia

Tech and Hampden-Sydney College to the end for the Colonial
bid. In the final regional qualifying tournament, it would come
down to the 18th hole.
If JMU fell below third place or if Virginia Tech finished
in first, the few who stayed around to watch would have a
disappointed drive back to Harrisonburg. But Virginia Tech
four-putted the final hole, surrendered first place and tied
Hampden-Sydney, which automatically qualified JMU for the
National Championship. The few who stayed from JMU quietly
fist pumped and held the celebration for the bus ride home.
“I was very excited for another chance to play golf and
be with the guys again,” president Brian Noonan said.
see GOLF, page 13
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Event Calendar
Saturday, April 30
•

Dog adoption Saturdays @
Petco and PetSmart, 10
a.m. to 3 p.m.

•

Detox Retox @ The Ice
House, 10–11:30 a.m.

•

Food Truck Rally @ Lucy
Simms Center, 11 a.m. to 3
p.m.

•

Public Star Party @
Astronomy Park, 9–10:30
p.m.

•

•

JMU Group Voice
Musical Theatre
Recital @ Music
Building 142, 6–7 p.m.
Massanutten YEE-HA
@ Massanutten
Slopes, 8 a.m. to 12
p.m.
“With Good Reason”
public radio program
@ WMRA 90.7 FM, 3:30
p.m.

Medieval plays performed
by JMU English Students @
Arboretum Ampitheater,
12:30–1:45 p.m.

•

Student Ensembles – Orff
Kodlay Ensemble @ Music
building 108, 7-8 p.m.

•

All-you-can-eat Thursdays
featuring wings from Wing
It! @ Brothers Craft
Brewing, 4 p.m.

•

Arboretum Virginia Native
Trees tour @ Arboretum,
1–2:30 p.m.

•

Alcoholics Anonymous @
Madison Union 311, 8–9 p.m.

•

JMU baseball game @
Veterans Memorial Park, 6
p.m.

•

Spring Fiesta Fundraiser @
The Plains Elementary
School, 10:45 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Monday, May 2

Sunday, May 1
•

•

Friday, April 29

•

Redskins’ Blood Drive @
VBS Harrisonburg Donor
Center, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

•

“A Hologram For the
King” @ Court Square
Theater, 4:30 and 7:30
p.m.

•

James Crable Gallery @
Duke Hall Gallery, 10
a.m. to 5 p.m.

•

Travel Signature Week @
International Student and
Scholar Services Office, 8
a.m. to 5 p.m.

Tuesday, May 3

Wednesday, May 4

•

Trivia night @ Dave’s Taverna
Express, 7:30-9:30 p.m.

•

National Bike to School
Day, 7 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.

•

Tuesday Night Drawing and
Drafts @ Brothers Craft
Brewing, 4–11 p.m.

•

African Drumming Class
@ Our Community
Place, 1–3 p.m.

•

Free Women’s Self Defense
Seminar @ MMA Institute –
Harrisonburg, 7–8 p.m.

•

•

The History of Western State
Hospital @ Central Library, 1 p.m.

Aflac On-Campus
Counseling Sessions @
Wine-Price Building, 12 –1
p.m.

CARTOON: LET’S GET SQUIRRELY

CHELSEA CROUCH / THE BREEZE

Across
1 Detergent with Oxi Booster
4 DVD precursor
7 Scout, to Tonto
12 "Face the Nation" group
15 "My mom's gonna kill me!"
17 Uncle relative?
18 Golden Globe, e.g.
19 Nail care target
21 Congressional period
22 Vocal quartet member
23 Use WhatsApp, say
24 Junior nav. officer
25 Long time follower
27 Manipulator
29 Cut
31 Roll of dough
32 Popular weekend destination for
many Northern Californians
33 Deceitful
37 Remove
39 Drop (out)
41 Russian lettuce?
42 Fog machine substance
44 Average
46 Ballerina's hairdo
47 Prohibit
48 Offensive to some, for short
49 Rescue squad initials
50 ___ Fridays

By Jeff Stillman

4/28/16

Editorial Staff
Serving James Madison University Since 1922

1598 S. Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
PHONE: 540-568-6127
FAX: 540-568-7889

MISSION
The Breeze, the student-run newspaper
of James Madison University, serves
student, faculty and staff readership by
reporting news involving the campus
and local community. The Breeze strives
to be impartial and fair in its reporting
and firmly believes in First Amendment
rights.
Published on Thursday mornings,
The Breeze is distributed throughout
James Madison University and the local
Harrisonburg community. Single copies
of The Breeze are distributed free of
charge. Additional copies are available
for 50 cents by contacting our business
office. Comments and complaints should
be addressed to Robyn Smith, editor.

53 Speak harshly
55 "Fine by me"
57 Salon piece
59 Swallowed one's pride
62 Chinese cooking staple
64 "__ were the days"
65 Not working
66 "Lone Survivor" military group
67 Speak, old-style
68 Not strict
69 One of two in Pompeii
Down
1 "Paradise Lost," e.g.
2 Marinara brand
3 Singer whose last name is Pig
Latin for a slang word for "money"
4 Workshop gadget
5 Derby or boater
6 Huge success
7 Toyota Center team
8 Laudatory verses
9 Tighten, as laces
10 Kept quiet
11 Paradises
13 Really bad
14 Activity for some ex-presidents
16 Good buys
20 Get rid of
23 Appears unexpectedly, and a

Find the answers online at: breezejmu.org/site/crossword_answers
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hint to this puzzle's circles
25 Knocked out
26 "Tootsie" actress
28 Co-producer of the art rock
album "High Life"
30 Little, in Marseille
34 London locale that's a music
industry eponym
35 "America's Got Talent" judge
Heidi
36 Deep desires
38 Lust, e.g.
40 Weigh station unit
43 Praises
45 Pick out of a crowd
50 Spanish appetizers
51 Actress Scacchi
52 Birthplace of the violin
54 Peninsular capital
56 Icy Hot target
58 Supermodel Sastre
59 Longtime teammate of Derek
60 Nobel Peace Center locale
61 From Green Bay to St. Paul
63 Often rolled-over item

BAYLEY BRILL
ANNA EIRING
HALEY YATES

CAROLINE DAVIS

Check out our
website
at breezejmu.org
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/TheBreezeJMU

AD DESIGNERS
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“To the press alone, chequered
as it is with abuses, the world
is indebted for all the triumphs
which have been gained by
reason and humanity over
error and oppression.”
— james madison , 1800

@TheBreezeJMU
@BreezeNewsJMU
@TheBreezeSports
@BreezeLifeJMU

@breezejmu

youtube.com/breezevideo
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Mutually
inclusive

Distinguished extinguishers
JMU student firefighters discuss balancing life on campus with life on the scene

Students discuss being both
feminists and sorority sisters
By Morgan Lynch
The Breeze

Sororities strive to overcome inequality at JMU
by being inclusive; however some see certain
policies as restrictive to their goals.
The New York Times published an article on
April 9 about feminism permeating sororities,
which is true for JMU sororities as well. Feminism
is the belief in the social, political and economic
equality of the sexes.
Javay Frye, a senior hospitality management
and media arts and design double major and
member of Delta Gamma, is a feminist.
Frye noticed the differences in alcohol-related
policies between sororities and fraternities. A
disproportionate number of women get penalized
for posting photos on social media with alcohol
when compared to men, according to Frye. The
Office of Fraternity and Sorority Life doesn’t keep
statistics about this factor because each fraternity
and sorority makes its own guidelines regarding
social media use.
“In our society, in general, it’s OK for frat
boys to drink ridiculous amounts, but if a girl is
seen with alcohol it’s unacceptable and it’s a bad
image,” Frye said.
Frye knows that the rules exist because of the
history of sororities, but believes they should be
updated.
“I don’t know why the rules didn’t progress
with society,” Frye said.
On JMU’s campus specifically, small sorority
houses prevent chapters from being able to
connect with all of its members, according to Frye,
who lived in the Delta Gamma house during her
sophomore year.
“I think it’s good that we have houses on
campus,” Frye said. “I think the only downfall is
because of their size. It’s extremely selective in
every way possible. If it was larger, I think it would
change the group.”
Whitney Roberts, a senior media arts and
design and communication studies double
major and member of Phi Mu believes that having all of the sorority houses together on campus
see feminist, page 4

Jillian Wright / The Breeze

Chris Butters, left, a junior integrated science and technology major, and Mike Miller, a sophomore kinesiology major, work at Hose Company 4 in
Harrisonburg. Student volunteer firefighters must work at least 16 hours per month and usually work between the hours of 6 p.m. and 6 a.m.
By Matt D’Angelo
The Breeze

It’s 3 a.m., and JMU student firefighters are
standing behind gushing hoses, under pounds
of gear, working to fight a fire somewhere in
Rockingham County. They’ve been fighting the
blaze since 7 p.m., and the assignments they
have due in a few hours add even more stress
to their life-threatening situation.
“Some people play sports, we run into
burning buildings,” said Mike Miller, a
sophomore kinesiology major and local
volunteer firefighter and EMT.
From April 19 to 21, Hose Company 4, a
firehouse in downtown Harrisonburg, waited
to provide assistance in fighting the Rocky
Mount Fire. Miller is one of 22 JMU students
who volunteer as firefighters and rescue
personnel at the local firehouse, which serves
the Rockingham County area.
“We got requested to send an engine down,”
Miller said. “I was in a meeting and I just kind
of dipped out the back.”

Miller began fighting fires in his hometown
of Doylestown, Pennsylvania, something that’s
common for student volunteers who volunteer
at Hose Company 4. Miller serves as a senior
firefighter under Fire Lt. Chris Butters, a junior
integrated science and technology major.
Butters is the only JMU student who’s an
operational officer within Hose Company 4,
and he leads a group of firefighters both on the
scene and in the firehouse.
“We literally have each other’s lives in
our hands,” Butters said. “We’re going into a
structure that might collapse that’s on fire that,
you know, you’re trusting … your buddy who’s
with you to make sure that you’re safe.”
Together, the student firefighters share
a truly unique JMU experience. Butters
says balancing his school work and the fire
department takes strong time management
skills.
“I still haven’t really mastered it,” Butters
said. “You have to be able to build flexibility
into your schedule because if you’re on shift
or running a call, it could be anywhere from

five minutes or five hours that you’re gone.”
Student volunteers are responsible for
working when the full-time volunteers are off,
which is usually from 6 p.m. to 6 a.m. When
student firefighters are on call once or twice
a week, Butters said that he sleeps “anywhere
from a couple of hours to maybe an hour or
two depending on the night.”
While volunteers are only required to log 16
hours of duty a month, many end up serving
more simply because they enjoy it.
However, learning time management skills
may not be the biggest challenge for these
students. Often, JMU student firefighters need
to balance what they see on the scene with
normal, everyday college life.
“We see some gruesome stuff,” Butters said.
“I’ve done CPR. I’ve declared people dead. I’ve
seen gruesome things late at night or early in
the morning and then to go to class the next
day; you kind of have to suck it up.”
Butters also serves alongside Kerstin Allen,
see fire, page 4

diana | Plans are underway for 20th anniversary of visit to Bosnia

Courtesy of Ken Rutherford

Ken Rutherford, left, a Jesuit priest, Princess Diana, and Mirzeta Gabelic, 17, who lost her leg to a landmine, walk down a street in Bosnia. When
Princess Diana visited Gabelic, she immediately went to Gabelic’s sister, who has cerebral palsy, to hold her and ask who was taking care of her.
from front

According to Rutherford, they took Princess Diana to five
landmine survivors’ houses, allowing her to meet people of all ages,
races, ethnicities, religions and military and civilian statuses.
“Our goal was to show the world that landmines were
indiscriminate,” Rutherford said during the talk. “They don’t care
what religion you are, they don’t care what color you are, they don’t
care what gender you are. And indiscriminate weapons are illegal
under international law. And at the time of this trip, landmines were
legal.”
However, the group soon realized the media wasn’t interested
in their cause.
“We quickly realized that the trip wasn’t about landmine
survivors,” Rutherford said. “From the media point of view, the trip
was about Princess Diana.”
Rutherford said Princess Diana knew the media was only
interested in her, and she wanted to bring important causes to their
attention.
“She said the following: ‘The media has made my life horrible. So
I’d like to make their life horrible by covering issues they normally
otherwise don’t cover, and going to places they normally otherwise
don’t go to.’”
According to Rutherford, one of the things that stood out to him
about Princess Diana was her desire to help others.
“When you look back at her life, she’s really the first celebrity in
England to work in a homeless shelter,” Rutherford said during the
talk. “To touch somebody with leprosy who doesn’t have fingers or
toes. The first celebrity to work with landmine survivors. And that
explains why she was called ‘The People’s Princess.’”
The first survivor they visited was Franjo Kresic, a soldier who had
fought in the Bosnian Muslim Army and had lost both legs and an
eye from a landmine explosion. The meeting was closed to the press.

According to Rutherford, Kresic was a hero in Bosnia-Herzegovina.
“He goes, ‘There is no Bosnian Muslim army, there’s no Bosnian
Croat, there’s no Bosnian Serb, we’re all Bosnian,’” Rutherford said
during the talk.
Later that night, Princess Diana met with a group of landmine
accident survivors and their wives. In both instances, Rutherford
recalled how happy Princess Diana was to be helping those in need.
“When my wife and I landed in London for her funeral three
weeks from this date, her staff said, ‘She was never so happy on an
international trip [as] when she came back from Bosnia,’” he said
during the talk.
According to Rutherford, one of the most emotional visits for
Princess Diana seemed to be when she visited a widow whose
husband, a soldier, had been killed by a landmine while on military
leave. They had two children.
“The mother, the widow, had no idea what her future was
going to hold with the loss of her husband,” Rutherford recalled.
“And the horror reflected on Princess Diana’s face was the face
of someone who was full of empathy for a single mom with two
young kids … That struck me.”
During his presentation, Rutherford discussed an incident
involving Diana and a little girl with special needs, the sibling of
a landmine accident survivor who had lost a leg.
“The kids would be running in and out, playing,” Rutherford
said. “And adults are talking. And this little girl was just always
on her bed, by herself, looking at the ceiling.”
The group was supposed to go into the second of two rooms
in the house to meet the child who was a landmine accident
survivor. But Princess Diana had other ideas.
“Diana went straight to this little girl,” Rutherford recalled.
“I’ve been in this house, and … I thought, ‘this is sad,’ or ‘she has
a condition,’ and all that. And Princess Diana, again, the most
famous person in the world at the time, took time out of her life

to go to this little girl, to hold her.”
Even when her butler, Paul Burrell, told Princess Diana it was
time to catch her flight, the princess refused to put the girl down.
“Diana looked at him and told him to be quiet,” Rutherford
said. “She wanted answers on who was going to take care of this
little girl. And this is the only time I ever saw this little girl smile.”
Just three weeks later, Rutherford attended Princess Diana’s
funeral.
“Outside you could hear the roar of the crowd. And it was like
a tsunami, or a tidal wave. Closer and closer and closer,” he said,
describing the sound of applause following Charles Spencer’s
eulogy.
According to The Philadelphia Inquirer, this was the first time
officials could recall applause during a funeral in Westminster
Abbey.
From London, Rutherford and White travelled to Oslo, Norway,
where the Mine Ban Treaty was being negotiated. The treaty
would later be signed in Ottawa, Canada, in December 1997,
where it became known as the “Ottawa Treaty.”
“When we went to Norway, the language to clear landmines in
the treaty and the language to support victims in the treaty was
strong — barely any opposition at all,” Rutherford said.
He attributed this to Princess Diana’s impact on the world.
“The Mine Ban Treaty is the first weapons treaty in the world’s
history to include language for victims of that weapon,” Rutherford
said. “In my opinion, I think Princess Diana had a lot to do with it.”
Victoria Price, a graduate student in the Master of Public
Administration program and a graduate assistant at CISR, believes
Princess Diana’s impact has lasted into the 21st century.
“She kind of took up this cause that was just gaining traction in
the international community and made it into what it is today,”
Price said.
Price believes Rutherford played a key part in helping the
princess bring global attention to this issue.
“He takes these limelight opportunities, and compassion
from those who benefit from this wealth in the world, to act as a
channel and redistribute wealth and equality,” Price said. “And I
think that’s what he did with Princess Diana.”
Now, as the 20th anniversary of Princess Diana’s visit to BosniaHerzegovina draws closer, Rutherford is already planning how
to honor her legacy. In May he will travel to Tuzla and Sarajevo,
Bosnia-Herzegovina, to visit with some of the survivors who met
Princess Diana, speak at a victim assistance conference and meet
with government officials.
And as they plan the most appropriate way to remember the
People’s Princess, Rutherford will be sure to include the voices
of her constituents.
“I don’t want a top-down idea,” Rutherford said. “I don’t want
to say, ‘This is what JMU’s going to do in Bosnia right now. I want
to know what the people want.’”
Although he believes the media’s focus on landmines has
shifted in recent years, Rutherford says their cause has seen
success.
“I think we’ve been victorious. More landmines are coming out
of the ground than ever before. There’s more victim assistance
programs than ever before,” Rutherford said. “The issue hasn’t
gone away. I just think the high level of tension has gone away,
and I’m perfectly fine with that.”
As landmine advocacy has gained traction, celebrities like
Queen Noor of Jordan, Paul McCartney and Clint Eastwood have
joined the fight. But Rutherford hasn’t forgotten the woman who
helped capture the world’s attention almost two decades ago.
“Since then, there have been a lot of celebrities joining our
cause,” Rutherford said. “She was the first.”
Contact Alyssa Miller at breezenews@gmail.com.
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Feminist | On-campus living poses limits
from page 3

provides a sense of unity but also has its
downfalls.
“While it is a safer and more
convenient alternative, having to abide
by campus regulations does have its
negatives,” Roberts said.
Fraternities that live off campus don’t
have to follow the same rules that come
with on-campus living. One rule is that
no more than six people can be in a dorm
room at once for fire safety purposes,
which limits the number of sisters who
can socialize with their peers in the
sorority houses.
Greek life has been a way for sorority
members to strengthen their bond with
other women, be more inclusive and
embrace feminist values.
Caroline Gregory, a senior social
work major and member of Alpha Sigma
Alpha, has enjoyed supporting other
women through her sorority.
“There’s an expectation for us to
respect not only one another, but women
in other chapters and people in general,”
Gregory said.
ASA participates in events that are
focused on helping women through
sexual assault prevention and awareness.
A Harrisonburg police officer will speak
to the sorority members about sexual
assault, and sisters attend events hosted
by JMU’s Panhellenic Council on sexual
assault awareness.
The current feminist movement
strives to embrace intersectionality,
which is the connection of multiple
social categorizations such as race, class,
gender and sexual orientation.
Sorority members interact with
women from all different places and
majors, but JMU sororities don’t
constitute as diverse in the traditional
sense, according to Gregory.
“We’re all different in our own way
and come from different backgrounds,
but I do believe that Greek life as a whole
reflects JMU’s lack of diversity,” Gregory
said.
Frye believes that diversity goes
beyond the outward appearance of a
sorority.
“At first glance, I wouldn’t say we look
the most diverse, but we definitely are,”
Frye said. “We have the diversity factor. It’s
actuality a matter of looking past the color
of someone’s skin tone to see diversity.”
Destiny Savage, the coordinator of
FSL at JMU, believes that the Panhellenic
Council can work to change the branding
of the recruitment process so that women
from all backgrounds would be interested.
“I think that sororities in nature tend
to be viewed as exclusive groups because
there is a specific set of criteria that each

Fire |
Volunteers
train about
180 hours
from page 3

a senior health sciences major
and one of six female JMU
firefighters. Allen, like Butters
and Miller, said she loves
the sense of community that
volunteering has to offer.
“It’s pretty cool; you get to
hang out with the guys and
they kind of look out for you,”
Allen said. “I’ve always enjoyed
it. They pick on me just like I’m
one of them, and I give it right
back.”
This sense of community
comes from hours spent on-call,
fundraising and training.
The level of certification that
each student firefighter has
is extensive and serves to
provide each volunteer with
the knowledge needed to save
lives. In order to complete the
structural fire certification,
a student volunteer has to
undergo around 180 hours of
training.
These students provide Hose
Company 4 with continued
service – service that Fire
Chief Spencer Getz has a big
appreciation for.
“The JMU student volunteers
are a huge asset to our agency
because they put in a lot more
time than required,” Getz said.
“They bring a huge amount to
the table. Just last weekend,
we had a call where several
firefighters, three or four of them
on that call were JMU students
... They saved a life; they actually
brought the person back.”
Amid the time commitment,
training sessions and highstress scenarios, Butters and the
rest of the student volunteers
are motivated to continue
because of the benefit they
bring to the Rockingham
County community.
“You get a good feeling,”
Butters said. “You see somebody
in some screwed up situation …
They need assistance and you
get to be that person and make
a difference in someone’s life in
either a small or a big way.”
Contact Matt D’Angelo
at breezecopy@gmail.com.

Trump not
coming to JMU
Students weigh in on protests, support

By Mikaela Dean
contributing writer

Abbey Blouch / The Breeze

Javay Frye, a senior hospitality management and media arts and design double major, is a
member of Delta Gamma Fraternity. Frye is a feminist and believes Greek life helps women.

organization has established for potential
new members to meet in order to join,”
Savage said. “I feel that all of our groups
are willing to be open to different kinds
of members, but have to choose from the
pool given to them by the women who
register for formal recruitment.”
Sororities strive to promote equality
and help their community, according to
Savage.
“Sororities at their roots are designed to
help women,” Savage said. “Sororities at
JMU are no different.”
Sigma Sigma Sigma embodies these
values by hosting the Leslie George Eating
Disorder Awareness Speak Out every year,
which promotes discussion about eating
disorders that disproportionately affect
young women, according to Savage.
“The entire month is spent hosting
and promoting events in which women
and men can talk about how eating
disorders have affected them along with

other pertinent information about eating
disorders in general,” Savage said.
Despite these opinions, some women
in sororities still don’t consider themselves
feminists.
“I know of a few girls who would
probably come right out and say, ‘Yes, I
am a feminist,’ but I think that the majority
might be hesitant to say so just because
of the stigmas attached to the word that
we’re crazy man-haters or something,”
Jess Eckhoff, a sophomore biology major
and member of Gamma Phi Beta, said.
However, sorority members show
feminist ideals by coming together as a
women’s organization and looking out
for one another.
“Being in a sorority does not mean that
you’re not a feminist,” Frye said. “It doesn’t
make me any less of a feminist.”
Contact Morgan Lynch at
lynchma@dukes.jmu.edu.

Presidential candidate Donald Trump won’t come to JMU for the
Virginia GOP convention despite ongoing rumors, according to the
Republican Party of Virginia.
When rumors surfaced that Trump would come to JMU, many
students reacted negatively. Catherine Antosh and Natasha Yaqub,
both senior international affairs majors, decided to take a stand and
began a Facebook event for a peaceful protest.
Antosh said that they’re aware that protests against Trump have
been far from peaceful and took preventive measures by contacting
local safety organizations to ensure nothing would get too out of hand.
Despite the change of Trump’s plans, they still intend to protest at
the RPV Convention to take a stand against Trump as a presidential
candidate.
“The reason for our protest was always about countering Trump’s
hateful platform,” Yaqub said. “With or without Trump, our message is
still going to be brought across, and that is that JMU and surrounding
community does not stand with what he represents and his political
platform.”
Antosh and Yaqub are aware that protesting can increase the
media’s attention of Trump. However they also understand that
Trump is the No. 1 GOP candidate so no matter what, he’ll always be
in the news. Their main goal is to have the protest speak on behalf of
the student body proclaiming that the JMU community, for the most
part, doesn’t support this man.
Peter Amato, a junior international affairs major, supports Trump’s
right to freedom of speech, yet doesn’t support his candidacy. His
hopes for Trump coming to JMU were that “JMU and the Harrisonburg
community peacefully stand for equality and against Trump’s
statements to markedly create a dichotomy to Trump’s hate speech.”
A. R. “Pete” Giesen Jr., a political science professor at JMU, was
concerned about Trump’s tendency to speak off the cuff rather
“bombastically,” although Giesen did note that Trump has been trying
to soften his speech.
“I was surprised Trump was coming here,” Giesen said. “I think
it was wise of Trump to draw back, if in fact the statement from The
Washington Post saying that he would be here was even true at all.”
While there were many opposed to Trump coming to JMU, there
were a few excited by the news.
Danielle Panitz, a junior interdisciplinary liberal studies major and
Trump supporter, was eagerly looking forward to this Saturday.
“He is the one candidate in this election who is speaking the truth;
because of that, people, are not happy with him,” Panitz said.
William Cole Trower, the sixth congressional district representative
for the College of Republicans and former Virginia student leader
for Marco Rubio, said that as a former Rubio supporter, he has yet to
endorse another candidate, but he still believes that Trump deserves
to be treated with respect.
While Trump’s cancellation hasn’t stopped the protestors’ plans,
Trower has offered a bit of advice to those protesting.
“The most important thing I want to stress is that everyone knows
Donald Trump, not everyone knows JMU,” Trower said. “If we have
students making poor decisions at the protest, it only makes JMU
look bad, not Trump.”
Contact Mikaela Dean at dean3me@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Breezers say goodbye
nahla aboutabl | respect the riot

hayley moore | historical nonfiction

‘I’ll forever bleed purple and gold’

‘My only regret is that I didn’t become a writer sooner’

I’m not sure where to start, except and politics has only grown over the past few years,
to say that JMU has been nothing
reaffirming my future career goals. I will forever be
short of a lesson I’ll carry with me
indebted to The Breeze as well as to all other outlets on
forever. Regardless of the grievances this campus that have allowed me to freely express my
I have toward this institution, it’s
passions, my concerns and my aspirations.
still the place I’ve called home away
I’d like to thank Corey Tierney, the first editor I
from home over the past four years.
worked with at The Breeze, as well as Ashleigh Balsamo
I came to JMU in the fall of 2012
for both being patient with me and editing my weekly
not knowing what to expect. I
rants. Rachel Petty, I’m sure you will do an amazing job
made my decision after receiving
as opinion editor as well. A special shoutout to Professor
the Dingledine scholarship, and
Shah Mahmoud Hanifi, who taught my first class
while it meant I’d have to stay for four more years in
freshman year, then taught me again my senior year. The
Harrisonburg (yes, I’m a “townie”), I realized I’d rather
things I learned in your classes have truly opened up my
go to school for free instead of having to pay for my
eyes to certain lessons that not many other professors,
education. I remember feeling so lost on a campus I
if any, would have taught me. I would also like to thank
knew no one on. I struggled with feeling out of place not Professor Israa Alhassani for not only being such a great
only because I felt lonely, but also because JMU was a
Arabic professor, but also for being a loving maternal
complete culture shock to me.
figure. As for my friends, I love you all. I have met so
It was the first time I felt completely surrounded by a
many wonderful people at JMU that have all positively
majority of white people. That
touched my life. This isn’t goodbye.
might not seem like a shock
I’ll annoy you with my sentimental
My wish as I leave is that
to some, but for a student of
talk later.
color who went to diverse
I’d also like to give a huge
one day JMU understands
schools all throughout her life
shoutout to my mommy — the only
the differences between
and even studied overseas, it
person on this planet who has yet
was definitely something I’d
to understand that beneath all this
integration and inclusion,
never experienced before. I felt
loud talk, there’s really just a quiet
and continues to work
misunderstood and ostracized,
and anxiety-ridden Nahla who’ll
especially when I wore a hijab
forever look up to you and go to you
on creating a truly
my freshman and sophomore
for advice (that I will sometimes
inclusive environment for
years. I felt as though I was
ignore). Words can’t describe my
the token colored woman in
love and admiration for you. You’re
all students regardless
many of my classes, if not most
the strongest woman I’ve ever
of our differences.
of them, and realized that,
known and you’re an inspiration
for some, I was some kind of
from whom I’ll always seek
representative who needed to
encouragement.
teach others about “my people.”
Last but not least — God, to
My wish as I leave is that one day JMU understands
whom all praises and thanks are due. Without Him,
the differences between integration and inclusion,
I’m nothing. There’s really no other way to say it. His
and continues to work on creating a truly inclusive
guidance has directed me to my passions and I pray that
environment for all students regardless of our
I can be blessed enough to continue to be guided by
differences.
Him. I pray that my work becomes an extension of His
But being the social butterfly that I am, I didn’t allow
teachings and that He uses me to spread positivity and
for the lack of racial diversity on this campus to hold me
truth wherever I many go in life. Amen.
back. I found student groups in which I felt welcome
JMU —
 you’ve been wonderful to me on so many
and decided to join The Breeze to continue writing
levels, giving me the opportunities and experiences
for a newspaper as I had done in high school. I got
that will catapult me into adulthood. I know we’ve had
introduced to the staff of the Center for Multicultural
our differences, but both you and I know you wouldn’t
Student Services and was made to feel at home and
be the same without your students and your students
supported by others who had similar grievances to
wouldn’t be the same without you. I’ll forever bleed
mine.
purple and gold.
The Muslim Student Association also made me feel at
home on a campus that didn’t exactly know much about Nahla Aboutabl is a senior international affairs
Muslim Americans. My love for writing, journalism
major. Contact Nahla at aboutanm@dukes.jmu.edu.

Well, this is
it. The time has
finally come to
say goodbye to
my column and
to The Breeze. It’s
hard to believe
that another
chapter of my
JMU career has
ended.
If someone had told me when I was
a freshman that during my second
semester of junior year I’d be writing
an opinion column for JMU’s student
newspaper, they would’ve received a
very sassy remark in return.
But now that my time is over as an
opinion writer, I can’t even imagine
my four years here without being a
columnist. My only regret is that I
didn’t become a writer sooner, but
you know what? I’m not going to
live with or think about that regret.
I’m going to think about what I have
done. All the articles that I did write.
All the articles on current events, my
own life, random stuff online that I
found interesting or felt the need to
comment on, Netflix reviews, and, of
course, three articles about actor Idris
Elba (OK, yes, I’ll finally admit I’m
obsessed with him).
These are things I have to look back
on and be proud of. I’m fortunate
that I was given the opportunity to
have my voice heard in the JMU
community. No matter how dumb a
topic may have been, it didn’t matter
because at least I tried to get my voice
out. Not everyone gets the chance to
do that.
I would say that I somewhat
stumbled into my Breeze journey.
I needed an internship for my
WRTC major and one of the former
editors that I knew came up with the
suggestion of coming to work and
write for The Breeze.
I have to thank that former editor
and it would be a crime if I didn’t give
a shout out to him. Corey Tierney, I
owe you so much. You took a chance
on me and encouraged me to become

your intern for the section and to
write for you. Even when I felt like
I had nothing to say or didn’t have
any idea what I was doing, you were
there to guide me and offer support.
Without you, I would never have had
this opportunity, so thank you so
much for that.
To Ashleigh, Rachel, Grace, Briana,
Nahla, Kevan, Matt D’Angelo and
Matt Murphy, it’s been an honor and
a pleasure writing with you all. You
all have taught be so much in my
year and a half writing for the paper.
You all taught me the importance
of looking at both sides of an issue,
putting yourself in someone else’s
shoes and being passionate about
what you believe in. I’m really going
to miss our Thursday night writers’
meetings and our talks about anything
and everything. I have no doubt that
you all are going to do amazing things.
Like I said before, this is very
bittersweet for me. I’m going to
miss writing for this publication
immensely. It’s going to be something
that I‘ll consider to be one of the
highlights of my time at JMU. It’s sad
to be going, but even as I write this,
I’m reminded of one of my favorite
quotes from the television show
“Doctor Who:” “Everything’s got to
end sometime, otherwise nothing
would ever get started.” My time is
over at The Breeze, but it’s OK. The
greatest thing is that now a new staff
of writers can begin their Breeze
journey. It’s time for them to let their
voices be heard.
To all the future Breeze opinion
writers out there, get your opinion
out there. Be passionate. Write about
anything no matter how dumb you
think the topic may be. Just write.
Most importantly, enjoy your time as
a writer no matter how long or short
it may be.
Hayley Moore is a senior history
and writing, rhetoric and technical
communication double major.
Contact Hayley at moorehe@dukes.
jmu.edu.

allyn letourneau | Letournalism

Study more, post less
Publicizing your hectic finals week schedule doesn’t do any good

As we all tumble into the black hole of
despair known as finals week, studying
seems to become the No. 1 priority, with
little time to breathe and even less time to
eat. Sleep? Not in the slightest. Bags? Find a
sweet pair under your eyelids.
For most classes, final exams or
projects are the most heavily weighted
assignments for the entire semester. This
subsequently causes students to erupt
into a rage of studying, setting Carrier and
Rose Libraries ablaze with the fiery ambition of hundreds
of overly caffeinated, sleep-deprived textbook zombies. A
positive correlation between stress levels and the prevalence
of Dunkin’ Donuts cups on campus is easily observed. We’re
all going through something similar during finals season.
Because we’re all doomed to a similar fate, what good does
it do to post about how hard you’re studying for finals on
social media?
Facebook, Twitter and Instagram are any student’s brief
escape from studying. It’s either regulated as a “study-break”

or stumbled upon as an unintentional distraction. Either way,
students will be on their phones a lot during finals week, so
posting a picture of your calendar with your “insane” study
schedule or an elaborately organized set of notes will be a
major turn off for your followers. We’re already trying to avoid
studying by being on our phones — the last thing we want to
see is more studying.

Because we’re all doomed to a
similar fate, what good does it
do to post about how hard you’re
studying for finals on social media?

Also, posting your academic efforts on social media won’t
boost the effectiveness of your own studying. Are you working
hard for your grade or for your Facebook timeline? Sure,

a little encouragement here and there is great, but if that’s
what you’re really looking for, don’t do it through a post. Find
somebody who can actually help you get motivated, whether
that be your mom, dad, sibling, professor or even your
classmates, and approach them in person. Receiving praise
or recognition for your study habits online won’t be a fruitful
source of encouragement in comparison to a one-on-one pep
talk.
To put it bluntly, nobody cares about how hard you study.
The only person who should care about your studying efforts
is you. We’re all college students who have one aim: to get
the best grades we can and grow as young adults. Expecting
a pat on the back for studying is like giving a fish a treat for
swimming. We’re obviously going to study because we’re
students. Why do we expect support when it’s something we
do all semester long? Repay yourself by working hard and
acing the test. It’ll feel much better than any like or comment
you get while begging for attention.
Allyn Letourneau is a sophomore biophysical chemistry
major. Contact Allyn at letourag@dukes.jmu.edu.

A “thanks-for-getting-me-through” pat
to my fencing club family for having my back
and making me laugh. I don’t know what I
would’ve done without you.
From Mama Turtleduck, a graduating
senior.
A “who-do-you-represent” dart to the
Student Government Association for putting
administration’s feelings before the victims of
sexual assault on this campus.
From a supporter of the Title IX Bill.
Darts & Pats are anonymously submitted and printed on a space-available basis.
Submissions creatively depict a given situation, person or event and do not necessarily reflect the truth.

Submit Darts & Pats at breezejmu.org

Editorial Policies
The Breeze
1598 S. Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their opinions
through letters and guest columns. Letters must be no longer than 250
words. Guest columns must be no more than 650 words.

A “you-is-kind-you-is-important” pat to
the stranger who drove my girlfriend and me
home from Breeze Formal.
From a guy who wanted to take a shortcut
down the hill, while she wanted to take the
long way to stay clean.

The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length, grammar and
if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear. The Breeze assumes
the rights to any published work. Opinions expressed in this page, with the
exception of editorials, are not necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.

A “that-was-a-lovely-show-ofkindness” pat to the Duke Dog for stepping
over to offer a hug to a visibly grieving Turner
Ashby High School band member after a
moment of silence in memoriam of fellow
high school student Gabe Chester at the AHA
HeartChase on Saturday.
From someone who appreciated the heart
of her fuzzy alma mater mascot and sends
hugs to all who are touched by this loss.
A “thank-goodness-you-were-there” pat
to the young woman who stopped traffic on
Main Street to ensure the safety of the mama
duck and ducklings that were crossing the
road. (And not on the crosswalk, either!)
From a faculty member who’s still smiling.
You made my day!

Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via e-mail
and must include name, phone number, major/year if author is a current
student (or year of graduation), professional title (if applicable) and place
of residence if author is not a JMU student.
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Tubman and Jackson shouldn’t share
On April 20, the U.S.
Department of the
Treasury announced that
abolitionist and suffragist
Harriet Tubman will
appear on the front of the
newest redesign of the
$20 bill. Former president
Andrew Jackson, whose
picture is on the front
of current $20 bills, will
remain on the new design but will be moved
to the back of the bill.
Washington Post columnist Feminista
Jones famously wrote an article about her
disapproval of putting Tubman on the $20 bill,
saying that it was a dishonor to make a symbol
of capitalism out of a woman who fought
her whole life to promote slaves as human
beings rather than as currency. It’s true that
capitalism has flaws, and one of its greatest
historical failings was allowing people to be
bought and sold as slaves. But since it’s the
system under which the U.S. functions, the
best approach is not to flatly protest it, but to
adapt it to fit our current collective morals.
The idea of putting a woman, especially

a woman of color, on a widely used piece of
currency is revolutionary. It represents an
imperfect system, but it also represents an
evolving system under which women and
minorities are slowly gaining a greater public
voice. Incorporating a black female portrait
into our money promotes both power and
visibility for women and for racial minorities.
Whether we want to admit it or not, under
capitalism, money is power. The vast majority
of people who are publicly important have
money, and these people shape the society we
live in, whether it’s through business, politics
or job creation. Putting a woman on the $20
bill provides a frequent reinforcement to
people in power that women are an important
part of our history and our present and
deserve equal consideration.
This effect can also apply to the general
public. It may seem unlikely that just
changing whose picture is on our money
can really shift public opinion, but it’s a
subconscious process. What we see every day
becomes routine in our minds and sets our
perception of normality. If we only see white
men portrayed as significant public figures
on our money, it reinforces the idea that

only white men have accomplished things
worth celebrating. Adding female leaders
of various races into the fold introduces the
idea that women are also important societal
contributors.
The redesign indicates positive progress
in our society, but it isn’t perfect. The most
glaring problem with this announcement is
that Jackson’s image will persist even after
Tubman becomes the prominent figure on the
bill. This indicates a weighted concession, that
the U.S. is willing to become more progressive
in who we consider to be admirable leaders,
but only if we can keep one hand on the past.
It’s clearly counterintuitive to put an
abolitionist leader who risked her life
countless times bringing slaves to freedom
on the same bill as a president who owned
hundreds of slaves and was heavily involved in
enforcing the Trail of Tears. Putting Tubman
on the $20 bill will further public admiration
of morally upright, historic leaders. This
doesn’t mean we should forget or minimize
the harmful effects of Jackson’s actions;
it simply means it shouldn’t be publicly
acceptable to glorify racism and genocide by
giving one of its greatest proprietors a spot

on our money as if he’s an important part of
building American morals as they should be
today.
Another reason that it’s problematic to keep
Jackson on the $20 bill alongside Tubman is
that it furthers the idea of male superiority.
The “Women on 20s” campaign has sought
to put a historic female figure on the bill in
order to honor the fact that women have been
as much an integral part of U.S. history as
men. Given that all of our current bills feature
men, the push was to give women a space of
their own on at least one piece of common
currency. Keeping Jackson on the back implies
that women’s place in historic recognition
isn’t enough to be considered significant
unless she’s sanctioned by a man.
Harriet Tubman deserves a place on
the $20 bill by herself. To properly respect
the groundbreaking work she did toward
demanding equality for slaves and for women,
we must trust that her legacy is strong enough
to stand on its own.
Grace Blackburn is a junior media arts and
design major. Contact Grace at blackbge@
dukes.jmu.edu.
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Satirical news column

New VOSS water perfect for broke
college students
By matt murphy
The Breeze

We traipse through our day-to-day lives with a constant burden of thirst. It’s
exhausting to try and perform everyday activities and simultaneously stay hydrated.
Most students can be found carrying around a personal water bottle to try and
alleviate this stress. For some, that comes in the form of a reusable bottle that they
fill up at a water fountain around campus. But for those of us who wish to remain
uncorrupted by the vile fluid that is “city water,” bottled water is the way to go.
Now don’t get me wrong, purchasing bottled water from the vending machine
has always been a thrill. I always get chills just thinking about the way I deposit
my hard earned money in the slot to redeem a plastic container of liquid. But that
experience can get monotonous if you do it every day, nine times a day. That’s why

new VOSS water is our saving grace. Finally, a product that I can trust to strain
me financially when I’m just trying to provide my body the resources to survive.
It’s fun, it’s unique and it has a really cool shape. The price tag for VOSS, $2.50,
is certainly nothing to scoff at, but that’s what enforces it as a status symbol. As
everyone knows, college is all about your personal image. That’s why skipping
a few weekly meals and rent checks to purchase a bottle that will make you look
cool is one of the best financial decisions you can make. It’s not uncommon to be
walking around drinking a VOSS and get a couple people yelling at you. “Woah!
Sweet VOSS, man!” or “Are you drinking out of a muffler?” are just some of the
comments that come with drinking VOSS. It really is a lifestyle, and everyone is
dying to be a part of it.
Contact Matt Murphy at murph4ma@dukes.jmu.edu.
chelsea crouch / the breeze
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FINALS WEEK SPECIALS
SMALL ONE
TOPPING
& CAN DRINK

$8

.99

$6

.99

MEDIUM ONE
TOPPING & TWO
CAN DRINKS

LARGE ONE
TOPPING &
GARLIC KNOTS

$13

$13

MEDIUM ONE
TOPPING & 1/2
DOZEN WINGS

.99

BIG BOY
CHEEEEEEESY
BREAD

.99

$18

.99

THANK YOU FOR A GREAT YEAR.
CHANELLO’S WISHES ALL GRADUATES A
SUCCESSFUL FUTURE AND A LIFETIME OF HAPPINESS.
TO ALL THE UNDERGRADS, A SAFE, FUN SUMMER.
SEE YOU NEXT YEAR!
Pat Roberts, OWNER
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From JMU grad to ‘Breaking Bad’
Alumnus Nelson Cragg has been nominated for an Emmy award for cinematography
By KATE FORMELLER
The Breeze

happening with Black Lives Matter, “Cragg said. “I mean
these are events that happened in 1995 and there are
echoes of these same exact issues happening all over
Imagine working on set all day and then looking up to see
America, that it feels very relevant. It’s a period piece but
it doesn’t feel old.”
Bryan Cranston, otherwise known as Walter White, sitting
However, the show’s increase in attention is also due to
with a cooler of beer for you and the crew.
its well-renowned actors and actresses.
That’s exactly what happened to Nelson Cragg. Cragg, a
“It’s been great, I mean, talk about a dream cast,” Cragg
’00 JMU alumnus, graduated with a degree in English and
shortly after he got accepted into University of Southern
said. “I’ve never worked with a cast that is this talented,
California’s master’s program in film.
this deep. You can go 10 actors in and they are still some
It was “a great chance to collaborate with a lot of different
of the top actors in the world.”
people who you will be working with for the rest of your
He stressed how honored he was to work with everybody
career,” Cragg said. “They tell you that when you first get
on that cast and gave credit where it was due, especially
there, ‘look around to your left and your right because these
to Sarah Paulson.
are the people that you are going to be working with possibly
Sarah Paulson “is a true chameleon,” Cragg said. “Just
for the next 30 years.’”
a master actor.”
After graduate school, Cragg shot a variety of short films,
In one day she was both Marcia Clark and “heroine
including “Running in Tall Grasses,” which landed him
junkie” Sally.
Working in the film industry has both pros and cons.
his first American Society of Cinematographers’ Heritage
Award.
“One of the hardest things about this business is just the
He then shot a short film, “Special.” After it got some
physicality of it,” Cragg said. “It’s really long hours. You’re
attention at the Sundance Film Festival, Cragg sparked
out of town for long periods of time, it’s tough work. So
the interest of one of the most popular TV shows of the
you really have to appreciate the people around you and
mid-2000s.
the moments that you get to create something interesting.”
“One day, out of the blue, I got a call from ‘Crime Scene
On the other hand, Cragg is working freelance, which
Investigation,’ which at the time was one of the biggest TV
means he doesn’t work year round.
COURTESY OF NELSON CRAGG
shows in the world,” Cragg said. “They had seen my reel and
Yet, Cragg continues to stay busy. “Cruel Intentions”
liked my work and wanted a young film cinematographer.”
is the next pilot he’s shooting. He’ll also shoot and direct
He ended up shooting for “CSI” for two years. During this Nelson Cragg (’00), a cinematographer, has spent time working on the shows some of the episodes of “season 6 of American Horror
time he won an ASC Award for “Outstanding Achievement “Breaking Bad” and “American Crime Story: The People v. O.J. Simpson.”
Story.” Cragg said his ongoing career would’ve never been
in Cinematography in Regular Series.”
possible if it weren’t for JMU.
Later, Michael Slovis, the cinematographer on “Breaking
hang out with him and he invited me and most of the crew to a
“JMU is where I got my start,” Cragg said. “I am still great
Bad,” remembered him from “CSI” and called him to shoot a concert,” Cragg said. “Then Aaron Paul was like ‘all right, party friends with my roommates from JMU and it was really the start
at my house,’ so we all went.”
few episodes.
of my education. I really loved JMU.”
“I got to meet Vince Gilligan and go to Albuquerque and hang
After “Breaking Bad,” he shot for “Homeland,” where he
From JMU student to Emmy nominee, Cragg shares some
out with Aaron Paul and Bryan Cranston,” Cragg said. “That was earned his first Emmy nomination in 2013.
advice to his fellow Dukes.
“If you really want to get involved in an industry, all the
a very eye-opening experience for me. Because that was right
“On ‘Homeland,’ we got to go to Israel and shoot the opening
around the time that TV was changing, TV was getting better, TV of season 2 and that was magical,” Cragg said. “Being on the doors are opened for you at JMU,” Cragg said. “If a kid from
was kind of becoming the new independent movie.”
streets and running around, that is something you don’t get to Virginia can move to Los Angeles and start working on movies
and television shows and get an Emmy nomination, anybody
That’s when Cragg got to have a beer with Cranston, the star do in life all the time.”
of “Breaking Bad,” which later turned into partying with Aaron
Recently, he finished shooting for “American Crime Story: The can do it.”
Paul, who played Jesse Pinkman.
People v. O.J. Simpson.”
“It hit the zeitgeist in a way that was really timely with what’s CONTACT Kate Formeller at forme2ka@dukes.jmu.edu.
“Aaron Paul from ‘Breaking Bad’ had rock stars come and

Music professor bows out
After 24 years of teaching, performing and conducting, JMU director of orchestras decides to retire
By ALISON GIPS
The Breeze

“I have put myself back into school, figuratively, every
summer,” McCashin said. “I go through anywhere from
150 to 300 pieces of music, scores, recordings, every year.”
Once the general information has been completed, he
The second half of the concert had finally approached
goes through, ranks each piece of music and makes notes
and the Symphony Orchestra waited for its cue. Robert
as to which ensemble the piece will work best for.
McCashin, director of orchestras, raised his conducting
“There are many who think that ensemble directors
baton and led the orchestra in Vaughan Williams’s Fifth
sort of get in front of the orchestra and wave their arms
Symphony; his final piece at JMU.
and make music, and that’s true,” McCashin said. “But I’ll
McCashin has taught at the college level for a grand
spend six or seven months with a score before I walk into
total of 43 years, 24 of which have been spent at JMU.
Upon graduation from Louisiana State University with a the first rehearsal. And [the students] do understand that.
degree in violin performance, McCashin both interviewed Everybody has homework.”
With the help of the music faculty, McCashin has
with Texas Wesleyan University and auditioned for the
cultivated the music program into what it is today.
Atlanta Symphony. When he was offered a position at
“He is JMU orchestra,” Centanni said. “He’s such an
TWU in Fort Worth, Texas, the same week as his final
integral part of it. That’s his baby. He’s nurtured this
audition for the Symphony, he had a choice to make.
“I had to choose between a for sure college position in a program and has brought it from rock bottom to what it
is today, and I think that’s something that
metropolitan area where I could
is such a huge testament to his work ethic
do a lot of playing anyway,”
and his amount of care.”
McCashin said. “Or turn that
“I’m sad to see him
The time and care McCashin has put
down and take a chance that I
go, but if there is one
into both shaping the music program and
was going to make the Atlanta
helping his students over the past two
Symphony, but that was not
person who has had a
decades hasn’t gone unnoticed.
guaranteed.”
full life and deserves
“His office door is always open for
He decided to accept the
students to come talk to him about
retirement, it is most
position at TWU and went
anything,” Hannah Bush, a sophomore
on to teach there for 11 years.
certainly Dr. McCashin.”
music education major, said.
Upon taking the position, he
When reflecting on what he’s going to
also joined the Fort Worth
Hannah Bush
miss
the most about JMU, the answer was
Symphony Orchestra, the
Sophomore music
simple.
Fort Worth Opera and two
education major
“The process of making the music and
professional quartets.
the enjoyment that I get from that because
When a higher position as
of the students and the symphony here,”
the Director of Orchestras at the
McCashin said. “They’re just incredibly
University of Texas at Arlington
enjoyable to work with. We have as much fun as we do
presented itself, he seized the opportunity. The position
serious work.”
gave him the experience and the interest to later apply for
It’s evident that there are mutual feelings among his
the position as the Director of Orchestras at JMU in 1992.
students.
After McCashin interviewed and was offered the
“I’m sad to see him go, but if there is one person who
position, he called his parents to tell them the good news.
has had a full life and deserves retirement, it is most
In the process, an astounding and shocking coincidence
certainly Dr. McCashin,” Bush said.
was revealed.
McCashin will continue to write and play music, and
My mother said, ‘You’re related to James Madison.’
may even teach private music lessons or go to schools
And I said, ‘What?’ And she said, ‘Yeah, you really are,’”
and do some coaching. He will also continue to pursue
McCashin said. “She had traced the genealogy back.”
another interest: Meteorology.
McCashin is also unique in his reimagining of the
“I’ve just always been a weatherbug,” McCashin said.
standard professor-student dynamic.
“I’ve advised department chairs, deans and people who
“As a teacher at any level, you have the opportunity
really run things. I’m always getting questions from
to develop the culture in which you teach, and the
members in the symphony, ‘is it really gonna snow
relationship with your students,” McCashin said. “I don’t
tomorrow?’ They’re wanting to know if they’re going to be
look at these members of the symphony as students.
out of class, of course.”
We’re working in a collaborative way to create the best
As for location after retirement, the decision of whether
performances we can.”
or not to remain in Harrisonburg after 24 years is still
Along with his unique relationship with his students,
under consideration.
McCashin is known for the analogies he makes in
“That’s a discussion my wife and I are having ongoing,”
rehearsals, and the thought behind each piece of music.
McCashin said. “I’ve got some family that lives down
“He loves telling stories through his music, which
in the east Tennessee area still, so if we left here, that’s
is amazing,” said Alyssa Centanni, a senior music
probably where we’d go because that would be the most
performance and Spanish double major. “It really helps
logical place.”
us learn to think analytically when we’re playing a piece
Over the years, McCashin has attended and conducted
or a work. They make sense, and you can’t help but
a multitude of concerts. He’s also guest conducted both
smile because he takes the time to put in that level of
all-state and regional orchestras and written, arranged
care in order to make it something that you yourself can
and published an extensive amount of music.
understand.”
“After 43 years of a schedule, the only thing I have
McCashin spends a significant amount of time on
planned is to not plan anything for a while,” McCashin
each piece of music. For McCashin, summer break
said.
hardly consists of a break. Instead, it involves an ongoing
process of systematically choosing music and developing
programs for the upcoming year.
CONTACT Alison Gips at gipsar@dukes.jmu.edu.

COURTESY OF DIANE ELLIOT

Robert McCashin has taught at the college level for 43 years, 24 of which he spent
at JMU. McCashin claims distant relation to James Madison and enjoys meteorology,
calling himself a “weatherbug,” and plans to pursue this hobby upon retirement.
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Major independence
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New program allows students to map out their own curriculum so they can earn degrees in custom subjects
By MADDELYNNE PARKER
The Breeze

JMU is full of diverse majors for any student to choose from,
but that doesn’t mean everyone can find a major path to fit
their passion.
For a few students, JMU has provided an answer to that
problem.
Independent Scholars has allowed them to visualize their
future and build their own path that will bring them exactly
where they want to be come graduation.
The Independent Scholars Program is a self-made
curriculum for students who can’t find their fit into any of
JMU’s other majors and minors. It’s open to any student for
application, as long as they meet the desired criteria of a GPA
of 3.25 or higher.
“The major is really for students who want to do something
independent or individualized,” Professor Philip Frana, a
co-director of the Independent Scholars Program, said. “Other
schools have these as well, but it’s for students that can’t make
their career aspirations fit into a cluster of majors.”
This is the first year JMU has implemented the program,
making the five students in it the very first group at JMU to
pursue an individualized major. Each one had to write a
proposal that would identify what they wish to study and why
that field of study is important before admission.
“I had an interview with [the directors] and then I wrote
a proposal of what I wanted to do,” Zachary Gordon, a
sophomore independent scholar and theatre double major,
said. “It was a general thesis of what I wanted to study, so
it asked for a question and my question was like, ‘What is
humanness?’ I’m using it to study the human condition.”
Once accepted into Independent Scholars with a question
of study in mind, the five students then had to write out an
entire three year plan of the courses they want to take in order
to fulfill their desired field of study.
The students “actually build their own course requirements,”
Frana said. “By choosing those courses they kind of have made
a contract with us that says, ‘Here’s what it’s gonna take to
become a major in Independent Scholars.’”
Alaina Ambler, a sophomore independent scholars major,
has taken the program to fit her many different interests,
including sociology, anthropology and justice studies, to
pursue studies in cultural and global relief.
“I think there’s quite a wide range of opportunities out there
and I’m just really trying to cast my net wide,” Ambler said. “I
want to study what I can here, and take advantage of the time
I have here to learn from these professors and these courses

LOREN PROBISH / THE BREEZE

Professor Philip Frana, one of the co-directors of the Independent Scholars program, wants his students to have a tight-knit community.

to be able to learn how to not just go [do relief work] with good
intentions but to actually make a good impact.”
Eileen Breslin, a freshman independent scholars major,
is using the program to create a major that incorporates
bioscience, kinesiology and psychology to eventually enter
a Medical Ph.D program. This would allow her to study the
impacts and treatments of dysautonomias, which is a general
term for a number of conditions that cause the automatic
nervous system, the system that directs body functions that
aren’t consciously controlled, to work incorrectly.
“I was really excited when I heard about this program
because I didn’t want a school knowing or thinking that I
would have to fit myself into a box of departmental majors,”
Breslin said. “This, I feel like, allows me to pursue my interests
more directly.”
Independent Scholars allows students to discover a new
field of study they’ve created on their own, and because there
are only five students in the program now, with around five

more entering next year, the Independent Scholars are a tightknit community. They not only have program classes together,
but they get meals and go to conferences as a group.
Frana “took us to a conference in Lynchburg for a bunch
of these different honors programs around Virginia and West
Virginia,” Gordon said. “It was exciting because they didn’t
have many programs like [ours] around them, so we were kind
of like the new thing.”
Even though students in the Independent Scholars Program
have their own interests of study, they do create a connection
between themselves that differs from all other possible majors.
They meet together every week with their directors, and have
meals while also attending different workshop classes.
“Even though they’re doing independent projects, they still
have a family that they can call their home,” Frana said.
CONTACT Maddelynne Parker at
parkermn@dukes.jmu.edu.

PACKING | Over 1,100 college students die by suicide every year

STEPHANIE MORALES / THE BREEZE

from front

“I’ve been surrounded by people who have actually contemplated suicide, this semester even,”
Cole said. “Just from the daily pressures of being in school. People sometimes feel very alone.
That’s why it’s important to show people that there’s hope and there’s help.”
According to one of the informative signs at the event, the number 1,100 is complemented by
the 60 to 80 percent of teens who suffer from depression who don’t get help. The goal of events

like Send Silence Packing is to shed light on that epidemic and help bring those numbers down
while also honoring the lives of victims by making sure their stories are told.
“Suicide and depression is so prevalent and such a devastating concept, yet people still feel
the need to hide it,” Kurtz said. “No one close to me has committed suicide, luckily. But that
does not mean it does not affect me.”
CONTACT Julia Nelson at breezearts@gmail.com.

The Division of Academic Affairs is pleased to recognize our faculty award recipients and retiring faculty.
Retiring Faculty

Faculty Awards
Distinguished Teachers
Steven Hoeltzel
Farris Mousa
Keri Bethune
Jessica Irons
Amy Goodall
Scott Paulson
Beth Chandler
Kathleen Ferraiolo

Madison Scholars
Joshua Linder
Farris Mousa
David Slykhuis
Nicholas Luden
Robert Brent
Chris Lantz
Kate Trammell

Distinguished Service
Michael Galgano
Robert Kolodinsky
Michelle Cude
Terry Wessel
Henry Way
Christopher Rose
Eric Ruple

College of Arts and Letters
College of Business
College of Education
College of Health and Behavioral Studies
College of Integrated Science & Engineering
College of Science and Mathematics
College of Visual and Performing Arts
General Education

College of Arts and Letters
College of Business
College of Education
College of Health and Behavioral Studies
College of Integrated Science & Engineering
College of Science and Mathematics
College of Visual and Performing Arts

College of Arts and Letters
College of Business
College of Education
College of Health and Behavioral Studies
College of Integrated Science & Engineering
College of Science and Mathematics
College of Visual and Performing Arts

Provost Award for Excellence
Rory DePaolis
Geology B.S.
Michael Yankey
Heather Carmack
Deborah Sturm
Mert Tokman
Emily Akerson
Janna Taft Young
Kenn Barron

Academic Advising
Assessment
Freshman Advising
Graduate Advising
Honors Teaching and Advising
International Education
Outreach and Engagement
Part-time Teaching
Research and Scholarship

Thank you for your dedicated service to the University
and to our students.

Years of FT
JMU Service

David Brakke
Judith Dilts*
Philip DuBose
Geoff Egekwu
Kathryn Floyd*
Arthur Fovargue*
Daniel Gallagher
Paul Goodall
Patty Hale
Anne Henriksen
Michele Kirkdorffer*
Eric Maslen
Merle Mast
Robert McCashin
Janice Minor*
Thomas O'Connor
Adelrahman Rabie
Anthony Ratcliffe
Vicki Reed
Diane Riordan
Gary Ritcher
Brenda Ryals
Kenneth Szmagaj
Hilda Taylor*
Kent Todd
Steven Whisnant
Thomas Wood
*Retired 2015

College of Science and Mathematics
College of Science and Mathematics
Management
Integrated Science and Technology
Nursing
Physics and Astronomy
Management
Integrated Science and Technology
School of Nursing
Integrated Science and Technology
Music
Integrated Science and Technology
Nursing
Music
Music
Media Arts and Design
Integrated Science and Technology
Computer Information Systems and
Business Analytics
Communication Sciences and Disorders
Accounting
Music
Communication Sciences and Disorders
Art, Design & Art History
Nursing
Kinesiology
Physics and Astronomy
Computer Information Systems and
Business Analytics

17
11.5
33
23
10
12.5
29
20.5
10
18.5
20
6
22
24
14
30
16
30
12.5
27
20
27
48
8.5
17
15
21
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SCOREBOARD
SOFTBALL

(40-3, 15-0 CAA)

LAST WEEK

WIN vs. Delaware 8-0
WIN vs. Delaware 6-5
WIN vs. Delaware 11-2

THIS WEEK

April 27 vs. Longwood (CANCELED)
April 30 @ Elon (DH)
May 1 @ Elon

BASEBALL

(17-24, 7-8 CAA)

LAST WEEK

WIN @ Charleston 9-3
LOSS @ Charleston 7-5
WIN @ Charleston 3-1

Playoff bound
Courtesy of JMU Athletics Communications

Jaci Gordon shields the ball from a Hofstra defender as she looks to facilitate JMU’s potent attack. The Dukes lead the CAA in scoring with 11.88 goals per game.
By Matt Tyson
The Breeze

It was an inconsistent regular season for the
JMU lacrosse team. Following a final 11-9 win
over Towson University on Sunday, the only
thing the team has on its mind is defending
its title at the Colonial Athletic Association
tournament.
The Dukes finished at 9-8 overall, but
dominated CAA play by going 5-1. This
gave the team a share of the regular season
championship with Towson and the No. 1
overall seed for the CAA Championship in
Philadelphia. This is the 10th time the team has
won at least a share of the regular season title
and the seventh time they have earned a No. 1
seed.
“We’re focusing on one game at a time,” head
coach Shelley Klaes-Bawcombe said.
“We have one game left in the season
guaranteed, and we need to win that to keep
going.”
After taking Monday off to rest, the team will
use the remaining days of the week to prepare
for their May 6 semifinal matchup against a yetto-be-determined No. 4-seed. The game is over
a week away, but the team is using this time to
make sure they’re ready to show up and play.
“We’re gonna keep the ball rolling with that
and just keep working hard,” senior midfielder

Jaci Gordon said. “That’s what it’s all about.”
The Dukes will use practice these next few
days to focus on matching up against any
opponent they may face. They’ll need to be
ready for anything since the team won’t know
whom they’re playing until this Saturday. Right
now they only know that JMU will be playing
the No. 4 seed while Towson will take on the
No. 3. This makes all practice done during this
week very critical.
“We’re watching lots of film and trying
to make ourselves the best team we can be
regardless of who we’re gonna play in two
weeks,” senior defender Carter Reifsnider said.
“We’re focusing on JMU and being the best
team we can be.”
The coaching staff acknowledges that
not knowing whom they’ll play presents a
challenge. Therefore, Klaes-Bawcombe and
company have emphasized to their players to
focus on themselves as opposed to the team
they might play.
“We’ve done our job by making the
tournament,” Reifsnider said.
The team’s reputation going into the
championship is that of their high-powered
offense and an ability to find a way to get the
job done. A disappointing first half of the
season saw the Dukes win only three of their
first eight games, but respond by losing only
three games after, giving some weight to this

claim. Going 9-8 also gives the team another
kind of reputation as well.
“We’ve been a little Jekyll and Hyde — like
this season going 9-8,” Klaes-Bawcombe said.
With the final win over Towson, coaches and
players believe that any doubts relating to the
team’s regular season record should be gone.
Klaes-Bawcombe believes it gives the team an
intimidation factor to capitalize on its offensive
skills.
The team’s confidence in its goal scoring
and attitude aside, there’s no specific team
that JMU would rather face on May 6. The
team mentality is that whomever they square
off with will bring their A-game. No potential
opponent is viewed as less talented than
themselves.
“Every single team that we could play will be
a huge competitor for us,” Gordon said. “I think
we’re excited for anyone and we’re just ready to
get the job done.”
Instead, the team feels that the biggest
opponent they’ll face is none other than
themselves. They’re hoping to challenge
themselves to be the best team they can be.
“We want to leave a legacy here,” Gordon
said. “That requires us to win the CAA
championship again.”
Contact Matt Tyson at
tysonme@dukes.jmu.edu.

THIS WEEK

LOSS vs. Maryland 19-12 (10 inn.)
April 27 vs. GWU (CANCELED)
April 29 vs. Elon
April 30 vs. Elon
May vs. Elon

LACROSSE
By Jack Fitzpatrick
contributing writer

(9-8, 5-1 CAA)

LAST WEEK

LOSS @ Delaware 12-8
WIN @ Towson 11-9

NEXT WEEK

May 6 at CAA Semifinals

TRACK & FIELD

LAST WEEK

April 22 U.Va. Challenge
April 23 JMU Invitational

THIS WEEK

April 28-30 Penn Relays
April 29 Jopson Invitational

This NBA season has had
storylines galore.
There’s been LeBron James
un-following his own team on
social media, the Oklahoma
City Thunder not being able to
play in the fourth quarter and
Russell Westbrook putting up a
crazy amount of triple doubles.
All these stories were great for
a couple of weeks, but then the
public lost interest.
However, one that has never
gone away — that story was about
the Golden State Warriors and
their pursuit for the most wins in
a single season.
That magic number was 73
wins, beating out the 1995-96
Chicago Bulls.
Throughout the entire pursuit,
people were starting to question,
“Is this the best team to ever step
foot on a basketball court?” Many
people say yes, while the same
number say no. It’s a topic of
heated debate.
I’m here to say, they aren’t
the greatest team of all time.
The Warriors are a great team,
don’t get me wrong, and they’re
certainly one of the best, but
they’re not the best team of all
time.
In an era where you could
actually play defense with hand
checks and play physical defense,
the Bulls won 72 games. Only one
less than the mark the Warriors
barely put up this year.
The Warriors are a team
developed and made to play
in this era of basketball. An era
of basketball where players
aren’t allowed to breathe on an
opponent without getting a foul
called.
However the 1995-96 Bulls, the
best team of all time, were a team
that was made to play in any era
and thrive.
The Warriors are a team that
just takes shots, they hardly drive
to the hoop. According to NBA.
com, the Warriors took 3,930
shots from outside the paint
compared to 3,225 shots inside

the paint. To break that down, of
those 3,930 shots from outside
the paint, 2,588 were three
pointers. To break that down even
further, 36 percent of the shots
the Warriors took were threes,
which is a staggering percentage.
The Warriors are shooters. And
shooters go through cold streaks.
If the Warriors have an off night
or even an off series shootingwise, then they lose. Whereas the
Bulls, or any of the other great
teams, were not purely shooters.
Other great teams had multiple
ways to attack. For example, they
could shut opponents down on
defense, they could drive and
destroy teams inside, they could
even destroy their foes on the
boards. The Warriors are a team
that can only shoot and only beat
weaker rebounding teams on the
boards.
They’re ranked first in
points per game, and fourth in
rebounds. However in opponents’
points per game they are ranked
19th out of 30 — a slight slip.
They’re not a defensive team like
the other great teams.
The Warriors have great talent
on their team, and don’t have
many blemishes, but they just
don’t have some of the grit and
grind that great teams of the past
had.
If Stephen Curry is actually
severely injured, then this entire
team is doomed. They would be
out a superstar and they won’t
have the power to make another
real run at the title.
The Warriors are meant for this
era, and this era only. Their style
of play doesn’t translate across
generations. For that reason they
aren’t the best of all time.
If the Warriors want to keep
winning championships, then the
front office needs to keep doing
what they’re doing in building
teams built to play in this age of
basketball. But when it comes
down to lumping them in with
the all-time great teams, it’s no
contest.
Contact Jack Fitzpatrick
at fitzpajg@dukes.jmu.edu.

By Harry Holtzclaw
The Breeze

NBA fans in this generation
should consider themselves
lucky. They had the honor
of witnessing the Golden
State Warriors go 73-9 in the
regular season and prove that
they’re the best basketball
team to have ever played.
Stephen Curry led these
Warriors to the best record
in NBA history; a record that
nobody thought would be
broken. Averaging 30.1 points
per game, 6.7 assists per
game and 4.6 rebounds per
game was a huge part of the
team’s success. These three
stats attract all the attention,
but Curry also led the league
in steals and free throw
percentage.
If there’s one thing we all
know, it’s that there is no
“I” in “team.” As amazing as
Curry has been this year, he
can’t win a championship
alone, right? That’s why
Klay Thompson, Draymond
Green, Andre Iguodala and
many others kept this team
consistent through the 82game season. Thompson
averaged a career high in
points with 22.1 per game
and Green had a career high
in points, rebounds, assists
and blocks.
With all the hype around
Curry’s MCL sprain in the
first round of the playoffs, it’ll
be a test to see if the Warriors
role players can step up. But
this team, when healthy,
could beat any team in NBA
history.
When the discussion of
best NBA teams of all time
are brought up, the 20002001 Los Angeles Lakers are
thought of and of course the
1995-96 Chicago Bulls.
Addressing the 2001 Lakers
isn’t easy. Earning a one-seed
and then going 15-1 in the
NBA playoffs was impressive
to say the least. Led by Kobe
Bryant and Shaquille O’Neal,

both averaging just above
28 points per game, this
Lakers team was dominant.
However, losing 26 games in
the regular season proved
they had flaws that were
waiting to be exploited. This
Warriors team would have
picked apart the Lakers’ flaws
and spread the court against
the No. 21-ranked Lakers
defense. In a seven-game
series, I’ll take the Warriors
in six.
The 72-10 Chicago Bulls
were incredible. Michael
Jordan, Scottie Pippen and
Dennis Rodman would give
the much smaller Warriors all
they could handle. Michael
Jordan would have his
average 30-point game and
so would the seemingly unguardable Curry. However,
the Warriors’ bench would
be the x-factor. The efficiency
of Mo Speights, Shaun
Livingston and Harrison
Barnes would wear down
the Bulls’ bench and be the
difference in a seven-game
series format. In said series,
I’ll take the Warriors in six
again.
These Warriors are a
practical lock for scoring 100
points every game they play
and are nearly unbeatable
at Oracle Arena. Curry and
Thompson are menaces
to guard on the perimeter,
but defending these two to
perfection wouldn’t even be
enough — that would only
leave room for Green and
the greatest bench of all time
to shine. This team can’t be
stopped.
Golden State has a lot of
work left on the floor and
injuries to overcome this
postseason to repeat as NBA
champions, but they’ll do it.
The Warriors will be healthy
soon enough and bring home
a fifth NBA championship to
Golden State.
Contact Harry Holtzclaw
at holtzchw@dukes.jmu.edu.
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After dropping midweek decision to Maryland, JMU gears up for Elon series
By Matt Weyrich
The Breeze

After taking two of three from the College of Charleston in
its last conference series over the weekend, the JMU baseball
team will look to continue rolling against a hot-hitting Elon
University squad. The Dukes (17-24 overall, 7-8 Colonial
Athletic Conference) will play in the third of nine straight
home games to kick off the series Friday.
It was a good weekend for starting pitchers as both senior
Aaron Hoover and junior Brandon Wither were able to throw
at least five innings allowing three hits or less. They yielded
just one run across 11 1/3 in the series while striking out 12.
“Before I got on the field, I didn’t even feel that great in the
pen,” Withers said. “Being able to get my curveball over for
strikes and spotting up my fastball and locating my pitches
where they needed to be helped me have a lot of success.”
Elon (20-22, 10-7) enters the weekend winners of their last
eight straight conference matchups. Currently leading the
conference in extra-base hits, the Phoenix offense has broken
out, scoring at least five runs in six of those games. They’ll be
a handful for the JMU pitching staff to handle, as the Dukes
rank dead last in the CAA in earned run average at 6.61.
“Some of the guys haven’t taken over the roles they need
to take over and [some of the younger guys] haven’t had
consistent outings,” head coach Marlin Ikenberry said. “We
keep talking and preaching to them that it’s a long season
and that you need to be resilient and you just have to keep
going back out there and do your job.”
Luckily for the Dukes, Elon is right behind them as the
second worst pitching unit in the conference. Their offense,

led by redshirt senior Chad Carroll and sophomore Kyle
McPherson, isn’t as potent as the Phoenix offense, but is
capable of putting runs on the board.
Carroll leads the team in batting average (.388), hits
(47) and stolen bases (14), while no one has driven in as
many runs (30 runs batted in) as McPherson. The duo has
combined to score 51 runs on the year.
With only nine conference games left to be played in the
regular season, the time is now for JMU to make a push
if they want to earn a higher seed for the playoffs. Elon is
currently sitting at third place, and a series win over the
Phoenix could really shake up the standings in the Dukes’
favor.
“They’re going to be well-coached, they’re going to be able
to pitch,” Ikenberry said. “They have a few key hitters but if
we keep playing the way we’ve been playing, because I think
we’ve been playing good baseball the past three weeks …
We’ll be pretty good.”
JMU’s main opponent may be on the field this weekend,
but another foe might end up keeping them off it. The
forecast calls for rain throughout the series, and after
enduring a two hour and 20 minute mid-game rain delay
Friday as well as a long lightning delay during their matchup
with the University of Maryland on Tuesday, the team may be
forced to adapt to Mother Nature once again.
This series is one of the Dukes’ most crucial matchups
yet, and its outcome just may define how their season
goes the rest of the year. In what should be a high-scoring
weekend, it’s in JMU’s hands to make or break its season.
Contact Matt Weyrich at weyricma@dukes.jmu.edu.

Connor Woisard / The Breeze

Redshirt sophomore infielder Tanner Dofflemyer lounges in the JMU dugout.

GOLF | Recent success gives the club golf team reasons to be optimistic
from front

Noonan, a senior finance and marketing double major from
Garden City, New York, is one of the eight members who travel
and compete for the JMU club golf team. He joined the team
his sophomore year in 2012 and was elected president for the
2015-2016 school year.
Noonan appreciates the strong team chemistry that the
team has built on friendships, fun and a sheer love for the
game. The National Championship will be Noonan’s last
tournament as a Duke, as he’ll be the only member of the club
golf team to graduate after this semester.
“It’s a great opportunity to play against great competition,”
said Noonan about the chance to play for a national title.
When the team arrived at Glade Springs Resort for the
National Championship, it was accompanied by 30 colleges
and golf academies from across the country. The big names
include the University of Alabama, Boston College, Ohio State
University, Stanford University, University of Florida and
Florida State University.
JMU didn’t let the big names intimidate them. After the
first round, the Dukes sat tied for fourth place, 10 strokes
behind the leader Stanford. Noonan led the way for the Dukes
on day one with a 73, or one-over-par, and was followed by
sophomore Wes Smith, who was a mere three strokes behind
him at 76.
“I felt we were more prepared and we had practiced more
coming into the tournament,” said Smith, an economics major
from Martinsville, Virginia. “I had a good feeling the team
would perform well because the team was peaking at the right
time.”
On day two, the Dukes made their move. Freshmen Ryan
Frick and Kevin Murphy and senior Matt Samuels all shot
77, as Smith and Noonan led the way again with a 75 and 76,
respectively. Only the University of South Carolina, Alabama
and Stanford finished better than JMU at the National
Championship.

“We saw we were only down 10-strokes after day one and
went out and played hard the next day,” Noonan said. “In
previous years, I would be happy with a top-15 finish, but I
never expected to get a top-5 finish.”
Not only did the team perform well in the outing, they also
had fun doing it.
“We surprised ourselves this year that we were in contention
the whole time,” Frick said. “It’s a great experience and we
had a lot of fun, and now we have the confidence next year to
compete with those bigger schools.”
Noonan and Smith both received honorary flags after their
top-16 individual performances. Noonan had an eighth-place
finish and Smith came in 14th. Noonan failed to capitalize on
a birdie attempt on 18 to give him the outright lead, instead
finishing tied for first after round one. Smith’s birdie on the
hardest-played hole on the course broke a tie he had with three
other golfers and qualified him in the top-16.
“Personally, it gave me the feeling I can play well at these
tournaments,” Smith said. “As a team, we learned we have the
potential to compete at the highest level.”
For Noonan, the team’s fourth place finish at Nationals is an
ideal way to end his collegiate career. For the rest of the team,
the weekend creates confidence for the team to build on for
the future: Confidence in the team’s ability to compete with
Alabama and Florida State, confidence that members of the
club team at JMU can score lower than students attending a
golf academy.
The team continues to practice at Lakeview Golf Club in
preparation for Nationals. Many will compete in tournaments
and club championships this summer, sharpening their game
for next season. With only one graduating member, the JMU
club golf team is an exciting group of talent that expects to
make runs at national championships in the near future.
“After this top-5 finish you step back and say, ‘Wow, we can
do this,’” Noonan said. “This finish should be more inspiration
for next year to get back there and win it.”
Noonan predicts success in the future for the team he is

LOOKING TO HIRE
Shenandoah River Outfitters
Help Wanted

Apts for Rent

American Legion, Barkeeper
evenings. Start $8 hr plus tips.
540-421-4434

Modern, fully furnished, large 1
bedroom. Ground floor. 10
miles north of city $800.00 per
month. 540-432-1989

City of Harrisonburg is
seeking applications for
Transit Bus Driver. For
more information and to
apply online, visit www.harrisonburgva.gov/employment. EOE.
Dance & Company is seeking reliable caregivers. Responsible for one or two
groups of children, ages 3-10,
for 20-30 hours the week of
May 23-29, between 3:30 and
9pm. Pay $8/hour.
dansnco@peoplepc.com or
540-810-3031.

L/F quiet female student to
take over lease(1BR/1BA), August 2016, Hills of Stonegate.
$499/mo. Current lease holder
will pay 1st months rent. Call
Michele @757-766-0950.

You can still run
classifieds this summer.
Read and place
classifieds at
breezejmu.org

Now hiring energetic, capable team
players for the 2016 summer season.
Drivers, cleaning staff and customer service
positions available. Full- and part-time.
Must apply in person; call for appointments.

Paradise City

The only gentlemen’s club in the area
just 35 minutes away...

18 for admission 21+ to drink
Open Thursday, Friday, & Saturday nights
Ladies get in Free on Thursday
BYOB: "Bring your own beer"

www.paradisecitymathias.com 304.897.8200

[540] 743-4159

leaving behind, while the underclassmen are hungry to
get back out there and show their stuff in years to come.
“We have an awesome team,” Smith said. “We have the
potential to compete at the highest level and I think now we
realize we can win Nationals.”
Contact Josh Belanger at belangjr@dukes.jmu.edu.
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HAPPY HOUR:
Every evening
Monday-Saturday
and all day Sunday.

Call now about our awesome specials!
We are a pet friendly community.

NOW SHOWING
MARVEL

AT THIS...

Coming to Foxhills Townhomes for 2016-17 Leases
1. Water Included
2. Electric with cap included
3. Gym membership included
4. Basic internet included
5. Basic cable included

1627 Devon Lane
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
504-432-5525 — 540-432-5592
sfurr@umicommunities.com — www.umicommunities.com

